Books for Teens by Iowa Authors or Set in Iowa

Adams, S.J. Sparks: the epic, completely true, (almost) holy quest of Debbie.
Backes, M. Molly. The Princesses of Iowa.
Blazanin, Jan. Fairest of them All.
Bruni, Sarah. The Night Gwen Stacy Died.
Burd, Nick. The Vast Fields of Ordinary.
Cherry, Alison. Red.
Delsol, Wendy. Stork.
Faulkner, Brian. The Project.
Galloway, Gregory. The 39 Deaths of Adam Strand.
Gudenkauf, Heather. Little Mercies.
Gudenkauf, Heather. The Weight of Silence.
Hart, Jeff. Eat, Brains, Love.
Hedges, Peter. What’s Eating Gilbert Grape?
Kraus, Daniel. Rotters.
Kraus, Daniel. Scowler.
Moranville, Sharelle Byars. 27 Magic Words.
Moranville, Sharelle Byars. The Snows.
Moyer, Jenny. Flashfall.
Mullin, Mike. Ashfall.
Prineas, Sarah. Ash & Bramble.
Prineas, Sarah. Rose & Thorn.
Reedy, Trent. If You’re Reading This.
Selzer, Adam. I Kissed a Zombie, and I Liked it.
Selzer, Adam. Play Me Backwards.
Smith, Andrew. Grasshopper Jungle.
Smith, Stormy. Who She Was.
Tregay, Sarah. Love & Leftovers.
Woodson, Jaqueline. Beneath a Meth Moon.